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Abstract 

Research on the Efficient Market Hypothesis has been widespread, but few studies have 
examined market efficiency in other financial markets such as structured warrants recently 
issued by the Indonesia Stock Exchange. This study is devoted to examining the market 
efficiency in the weak form of structured warrants using 13 structured warrants listed on 
the Indonesia Stock Exchange. This study aims to analyze the weak efficiency of structured 
warrants. The data used in this study is the daily closing price data of structured warrants 
that have been listed on the stock exchange for more than 3 months at the time of this 
research on March 18, 2023. This data was obtained from RHB Warrant. The analytical 
tools used are Runs Test, followed by Unit Root Test and Correlogram for Robustness 
Checking. The result of this study is that structured warrants are efficient in weak form. This 
indicates that the price of structured warrants is a random walk; therefore, technical 
analysis cannot be applied to predict the price of structured warrants. The results of this 
study suggest that traders or investors of structured warrants in trading structured 
warrants on the Indonesian stock exchange do not use technical analysis. 
Keywords: Indonesia Stock Exchange; Structured Warrants; Market Efficiency; Runs Test; 
Weak Form. 
 

INTRODUCTION  

According to Muhammad and Rahim (2015), a capital market is a meeting place for parties 
who need funds and offer funds in various capital market products provided. Furthermore, the 
products offered can be money markets, bonds, stocks, and derivatives issued by issuers and 
directly supervised by the Financial Services Authority (OJK). The capital market is an alternative 
for people to develop their assets through investing by utilizing asset price volatility. The 
volatility of asset prices makes investors irrational, whereas the Efficient Market Hypothesis 
(EMH) theory explains that in making investment decisions investors should behave rationally. 

Research on Efficient Market Hypothesis (EMH) has been rampant in Indonesia, but not 
many investors understand what the Efficient Market Hypothesis (EMH) is. According to Fama 
(1970), an efficient market is a market where the price of the market is fully described through 
overall information, thus making investors act objectively through the information obtained. 
However, in the capital market, not all investors get the same advantage in getting information, 
so each investor’s actions are different. Thus, there is an abnormal return with a difference in 
actual and expected returns. This makes investors must know how important the Efficient 
Market Hypothesis (EMH) is as a theory that sometimes prices can describe the value of an 
asset or not describe it. 
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The Efficient Market Hypothesis (EMH) has three forms: weak form, semi-strong form, and 
strong form based on the information available in the market (Onwukwe and Ali, 2018). 
Onwukwe and Ali (2018) have viewed the weak form as asset prices in the market have been 
described through information about previous historical prices, which cannot predict or forecast 
the future price movements of an asset. Weak market efficiency also follows the random walk 
theory (Yadirichukwu & Ogochukwu, 2014). The semi-strong form indicates that published 
information about the company has been reflected through price movements (Yadirichukwu & 
Ogochukwu, 2014). Pulungan et al. (2018) state that the market is classified as a strong form 
when an asset's price reflects all public and private information. 

Types of Structured Warrants are allowed to be listed on the stock exchange, which is Call 
Warrants and Put Warrants by the Indonesia Stock Exchange (IDX, 2022). Structured Warrants 
are a new capital market instrument on the Indonesia Stock Exchange which is a breakthrough 
to provide options for investors in managing their assets or diversifying their assets to get more 
profit. On the official website of IDX (2022), one of the Structured Warrants, Call Warrant is an 
option to buy underlying securities (Shares or Securities Index) at a certain price within a certain 
period, while Put Warrant is an option to sell underlying securities (Shares or Securities Index). 
However, at this time the Structured Warrants issued in the Indonesian Capital Market are still 
Call Warrants and the issuers are PT RHB SEKURITAS Indonesia and PT MAYBANK SEKURITAS 
INDONESIA. What makes the difference between warrants issued by a company and warrants 
from third parties other than the issuer is the Underlying that is used as collateral in the 
issuance of warrants and also the term of the warrant itself. 

Most research on the Efficient Market Hypothesis (EMH) examines more about several 
capital market instruments such as stocks, bonds, and commodities, and even examines 
financial markets. Research by Robiyanto et al. (2015) examines precious metals, research by 
Pulungan et al. (2018) examines CPO, research from Yadirichukwu and Ogochukwu (2014) 
examines the stock market in Nigeria, and research from Qoyum et al. (2018) examines the 
stock market in Indonesia. Meanwhile, there is a new instrument on the Indonesia Stock 
Exchange, namely Structured Warrants. This instrument was just issued by the Indonesia Stock 
Exchange on September 19, 2022. 

Based on the explanation above, there has been no research on new instruments in the 
Indonesian capital market in the form of Structured Warrants due to the new issuance of 
Structured Warrants. Thus, this study examined the market efficiency in the weak form of 
Structured Warrants. This study uses the Runs Test analysis tool, followed by Unit Root Test 
using the Augmented Dickey-Fuller test and Correlogram. The results of the study are expected 
to provide theoretical benefits to investors and academics in expanding knowledge and financial 
literacy regarding capital market instruments and provide practical benefits for investors in 
diversifying portfolios of assets to be invested. 

 

LITERATURE REVIEW AND HYPOTHESIS DEVELOPMENT  

2.1. STRUCTURED WARRANT 

Structured Warrant is a new instrument in the Indonesian capital market. However, 
Structured Warrants are commonly traded assets on various stock exchanges. Structured 
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Warrants traded on the Indonesia Stock Exchange are the same asset as "covered warrant" in 
the United Kingdom, "derivative warrant" in Thailand, and "structured warrant" in Singapore 
and Malaysia (Murad Samsudin et al., 2022). Structured warrants are similar to the options 
market, as there is call and put options. Through RHB Securities (2022), Call options in 
Structured Warrants aim to give investors the right to buy assets at a predetermined price 
(exercise price) on or before a certain date (expiry date), while Put options aim to give investors 
the right to sell assets at a predetermined price (exercise price) on or before a certain date 
(expiry date). 

Only Structured Warrant Call options with the underlying IDX30 Stock Index Constituent 
Shares are valid in the Indonesian capital market. The maturity of Structured Warrants ranges 
from 2 months to 2 years. The trading time of Structured Warrants also follows the trading time 
of shares in the secondary market, except that Structured Warrants do not have a maximum 
price change limit. Auto Rejection of Structured Warrants occurs when the price of the 
Structured Warrant equals or exceeds the price of the underlying security. Structured Warrants 
on the Indonesia Stock Exchange are European-style which means the ability to exercise their 
rights on the Exercise Date. Trading of Structured Warrants is supported by the Structured 
Warrant Liquidity Provider. The Structured Warrant Liquidity Provider is a member of the stock 
exchange who is the issuer or a member of the stock exchange that signs an agreement with 
the Issuer to carry out the sale and purchase of Structured Warrants, either for its benefit or for 
the benefit of the Issuer and is obliged to conduct buy requests and sell offers of Structured 
Warrants on each trading day to support the liquidity of Structured Warrant trading. Liquidity 
Providers for the Structured Warrants on the Indonesia Stock Exchange are currently PT RHB 
SEKURITAS INDONESIA and PT MAYBANK SEKURITAS Indonesia. 

2.2. EFFICIENT MARKET HYPOTHESIS 

The Efficient Market Hypothesis which is well-known to many people explains that an 
efficient market is when changes in the price of a market or asset follow the information 
available in the market (Qoyum et al., 2018). The rationality of an investor will be tested when 
market price movements are sometimes by existing information or when market price 
movements do not reflect existing information. Experience will determine how investment 
decisions are made by each investor so that investors know what is meant by the Efficient 
Market Hypothesis. Information that can affect market or asset price movements can be in the 
form of past information, current information, information that can create a sentiment or 
rational public opinion that can be obtained by investors which will affect price movements, and 
even insider information from the company (Juta Hase and Asandimitra Haryono, 2018). 
According to Lekhal and El Oubani (2020) that fully reflecting the price of an asset makes 
investors unable to exploit all information circulating to obtain abnormal returns. Research from 
Fama (1970) categorizes market efficiency into 3 forms: market efficiency in weak form, market 
efficiency in semi-strong form, and efficiency in strong form. 

Robiyanto (2017) has the view that an efficient capital market is when the movement of 
stock prices or the price of an asset is unpredictable or random (random walk). The random 
walk itself is often used to test whether the market is in a weak form or not such as research by 
Pulungan et al. (2018) who examined market efficiency in a weak form for CPO. Market 
efficiency in weak form uses historical data of an asset as a means of information in forecasting 
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stock price movements, which is somewhat futile because many studies state that historical 
data is not able to predict stock or asset price movements in the idea of an efficient market 
(Yadirichukwu and Ogochukwu, 2014). According to (Hersugondo et al., 2016), market efficiency 
in semi-strong form is when the capital market is said to be efficient if the price of a stock or an 
asset reflects all information that can be obtained through public information. Then, the market 
is said to be efficient in strong form when the stock price or price of an asset reflects all 
available private and public information (Pulungan et al., 2018). 

 

RESEARCH METHOD  

 The type of data used in this study is secondary data which will be analyzed using 
quantitative techniques. The population and secondary data used in this study are historical 
data from Structured Warrants that have been listed on the Indonesia Stock Exchange. The data 
source used is daily Structured Warrant closing price data from 
https://waran.rhbtradesmart.co.id/id/WarrantDetails. The sample will be taken using the 
Purposive Sampling Method so that the data is determined and selected through several 
requirements and criteria that have been adjusted. The criteria used are Structured Warrants 
that have been listed on the Indonesia Stock Exchange for at least 3 months from the first day of 
trading. The data processed is backward daily data before the research was conducted on 
March 18, 2023. 
The return rate of Structured Warrants in this study uses the following calculation formula: 

 ………………………(1) 

 

Where : 
Index Xt  = Closing price of the Structured Warrant index on the Indonesia Stock 
Exchange on day t 
Indeks Xt-1 = Closing price of the Structured Warrant index on the Indonesia Stock 
Exchange on day t-1 
X  = Structured Warrant Return 
 

To determine market efficiency, the data analysis tool used is the Runs Test using the 
mean and median cut points. The hypothesis formulated in this study will be accepted if it has a 
significant Z statistical value at the 0.05 significance level. There are also other tests, namely the 
Unit Root Test using the Augmented Dickey-Fuller test and Correlogram. The Correlogram used 
contains 36 lags through Eviews software. Other studies test weak market efficiency using the 
Runs Test and Unit Root Test including (Pulungan et al., 2018) which examines the CPO market 
in weak form market efficiency using Correlogram, (Khan and Khan, 2016) which examines the 
Pakistan stock market weak form market efficiency using the Unit Root Test through the 
Augmented Dickey-Fuller test and Runs Test. 
 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  

4.1. RUNS TEST ANALYSIS 

https://waran.rhbtradesmart.co.id/id/WarrantDetails
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The results of the Runs Test can be seen in Table 1. Based on the results of the Runs Test 
using the mean and median at the significance level of 0.10, 0.05, and 0.01, there are 12 
Structured Warrants whose null hypothesis is accepted so that the 12 Structured Warrants 
include efficient markets in a weak form, namely BBRIDRCM3A, ADRODRCM3A, UNVRDRCM3A, 
ANTMDRCM3A, BMRIDRCK3A, MDKADRCK3A, PGASDRCK3A, BBCADRCK3A, HRUMDRCM3A, 
ICBPDRCM3A, TLKMDRCM3A, and INCODRCM3A. For BRPTDRCM3A, it is an inefficient market 
because the Runs Test value using the mean (0.022) and median (0.022) is smaller than the 
significance level of 0.10 and 0.05. Thus it can be seen that the majority of Structured Warrants 
follow the random walk theory so it can be ascertained that the Structured Warrants circulating 
on the Indonesia Stock Exchange are an efficient market in weak form. This is also supported by 
research on other financial markets from Juta Hase and Asandimitra Haryono (2018) and 
Onwukwe and Ali (2018), which state that the stock market is in a form of weak market 
efficiency.  

Table 1. Runs Test Result 

Structured Warrant 
Runs Test 

Mean Median 

BBRIDRCM3A 0.214 0.214 

ADRODRCM3A 0.238 0.375 

UNVRDRCM3A 0.774 0.478 

ANTMDRCK3A 0.738 0.289 

BMRIDRCK3A 0.136 0.138 

MDKADRCK3A 0.798 0.832 

PGASDRCK3A 0.211 0.289 

BBCADRCK3A 0.280 0.525 

HRUMDRCM3A 0.557 0.557 

BRPTDRCM3A 0.022** 0.022** 

ICBPDRCM3A 0.235 0.235 

TLKMDRCM3A 0.725 0.725 

INCODRCM3A 0.472 0.476 

Source: RHB Structured Warrant, Data has been processed 

 
 

4.2. CORRELOGRAM and UNIT ROOT TEST ANALYSIS 

The next test conducted is the Unit Root Test using the Augmented Dickey-Fuller test and 
Correlogram with 36 lags. The results of the Unit Root Test can be seen in that of the 13 
Structured Warrants tested with a significance level of 0.05 no Unit Root was found. For the 
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Correlogram Test with a significance level of 0.05, 10 Structured Warrants indicate an efficient 
market because the prob value in the Correlogram is higher than the significance or H0 is 
accepted which means the market is efficient, but of the 10 Structured Warrants, there is 1 
Structured Warrant that does not pass the Runs Test, namely BRPTDRCM3A so it remains 
confirmed that BRPTDRCM3A is an inefficient market. 9 Structured Warrants that are efficient 
markets are BBRIDRCM3A, ADRODRCM3A, UNVRDRCM3A, BMRIDRCK3A, MDKADRCK3A, 
BBCADRCK3A, ICBPDRCM3A, TLKMDRCM3A, and INCODRCM3A. 

 

Table 2. Correlogram and Unit Root Test Result 

Structured Warrant 
Robustness Check 

Correlogram Unit Root Test 

BBRIDRCM3A 0 lag 0.0000 

ADRODRCM3A 0 lag 0.0000 

UNVRDRCM3A 0 lag 0.0000 

ANTMDRCK3A 6 lags 0.0000 

BMRIDRCK3A 0 lag 0.0000 

MDKADRCK3A 0 lag 0.0000 

PGASDRCK3A 1 lag 0.0002 

BBCADRCK3A 0 lag 0.0000 

HRUMDRCM3A 4 lags 0.0000 

BRPTDRCM3A 0 lag 0.0001 

ICBPDRCM3A 0 lag 0.0000 

TLKMDRCM3A 0 lag 0.0000 

INCODRCM3A 0 lag 0.0000 

Source: RHB Structured Warrant, Data has been processed 

 

CONCLUSION  

Based on the research conducted, it is concluded that there is market efficiency in the 
weak form of Structured Warrants even though Structured Warrants are a new capital market 
instrument on the Indonesia Stock Exchange. This study tests market efficiency in a weak form 
with a sequence of Runs Tests followed by the Unit Root Test and Correlogram. Of the 13 
Structured Warrants only 12 Structured Warrants passed the Runs Test and of the 12 Structured 
Warrants only 9 Structured Warrants meet the criteria that market efficiency is in a weak form 
because it follows the random walk theory. In this study, there was also no pattern of 
Structured Warrant price movements in the 9 Structured Warrants tested with the Unit Root 
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Test and Correlogram. Through the explanation above, it indicates that 9 Structured Warrants, 
namely BBRIDRCM3A, ADRODRCM3A, UNVRDRCM3A, BMRIDRCK3A, MDKADRCK3A, 
BBCADRCK3A, ICBPDRCM3A, TLKMDRCM3A, and INCODRCM3A are by Random Walk Theory 
which makes it inappropriate for traders or investors to use technical analysis on these 9 
Structured Warrants.  The prices of Structured Warrants follow Random Walk Theory because 
the market is very active or can be called volatile. As a new capital market instrument, 
Structured Warrants are strongly influenced by the movement of the underlying asset, namely 
stocks in the IDX30 Index. This study found evidence that the Efficient Market Hypothesis (EMH) 
can be applied to Structured Warrants which Efficient Market Hypothesis (EMH) is also proven 
in the capital market because many previous studies have been conducted. Thus, it can be 
concluded that the Efficient Market Hypothesis (EMH) in weak form can apply to the capital 
market, one of which is the Structured Warrant instrument.  

It is recommended when trading on Structured Warrants, especially BBRIDRCM3A, 
ADRODRCM3A, UNVRDRCM3A, BMRIDRCK3A, MDKADRCK3A, BBCADRCK3A, ICBPDRCM3A, 
TLKMDRCM3A, and INCODRCM3A not to use technical analysis. That is because technical 
analysis is not appropriate when applied in an efficient market in a weak form so investors and 
traders in Structured Warrant instruments should consider other analytical tools such as 
fundamental analysis and also the price movements of the Underlying Asset of the Structured 
Warrant. For researchers who want to research Structured Warrants, they can use a longer 
period and also a different time series because this study uses daily time series and can add new 
Structured Warrants in the future. 

 

Figure 

1. BBRIDRCM3A (19 September 2022 – 17 March 2023) 

Figure 1.1 Correlogram Result 

 

Figure 1.2 Unit Root Test Result 
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Source: RHB Structured Warrant, Data has been processed 

2. ADRODRCM3A (19 September 2022 – 17 March 2023) 

Figure 2.1 Correlogram Result  

 

Figure 2.2 Unit Root Test Result  

 

Source: RHB Structured Warrant, Data has been processed 

3. UNVRDRCM3A (19 September 2022 – 17 March 2023) 

Figure 3.1 Correlogram Result 

 

Figure 3.2 Unit Root Test Result  
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Source: RHB Structured Warrant, Data has been processed 

4. ANTMDRCK3A (10 November 2022 – 17 March 2023) 

Figure 4.1 Correlogram Result 

 

Figure 4.2 Unit Root Test Result  

 

Source: RHB Structured Warrant, Data has been processed 

5. BMRIDRCK3A (10 November 2022 – 17 March 2023) 

Figure 5.1 Correlogram Result Figure 5.2 Unit Root Test Result  
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Source: RHB Structured Warrant, Data has been processed 

6. MDKADRCK3A (10 November 2022 – 17 March 2023) 

Figure 6.1 Correlogram Result 

 

Figure 6.2 Unit Root Test Result  

 

Source: RHB Structured Warrant, Data has been processed 

7. PGASDRCK3A (10 November 2022 – 17 March 2023) 
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Figure 7.1 Correlogram Result 

 

Figure 7.2 Unit Root Test Result  

 

Source: RHB Structured Warrant, Data has been processed 

8. BBCADRCK3A (10 November 2022 – 17 March 2023) 

Figure 8.1 Correlogram Result 

 

Figure 8.2 Unit Root Test Result  

 

Source: RHB Structured Warrant, Data has been processed 
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9. HRUMDRCM3A (5 December 2022 – 17 March 2023) 

Figure 9.1 Correlogram Result 

 

Figure 9.2 Unit Root Test Result  

 

Source: RHB Structured Warrant, Data has been processed 

10. BRPTDRCM3A (5 December 2022 – 17 March 2023) 

Figure 10.1 Correlogram Result 

 

Figure 10.2 Unit Root Test Result  
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Source: RHB Structured Warrant, Data has been processed 

11. ICBPDRCM3A (5 December 2022 – 17 March 2023) 

Figure 11.1 Correlogram Result 

 

Figure 11.2 Unit Root Test Result  

 

Source: RHB Structured Warrant, Data has been processed 

12. TLKMDRCM3A (5 December 2022 – 17 March 2023) 

Figure 12.1 Correlogram Result Figure 12.2 Unit Root Test Result  
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Source: RHB Structured Warrant, Data has been processed 

13. INCODRCM3A (5 December 2022 – 17 March 2023) 

Figure 13.1 Correlogram Result 

 

Figure 13.2 Unit Root Test Result  

 

Source: RHB Structured Warrant, Data has been processed 
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